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The ultimate control of magnetic states of matter at femtosecond (or even faster) timescales1

defines one of the most pursued paradigm shifts for future information technology. In this2

context, ultrafast laser pulses developed into extremely valuable stimuli for the all-optical3

magnetisation reversal in ferrimagnetic and ferromagnetic alloys and multilayers, while this4

remains elusive in elementary ferromagnets. Here we demonstrate that a single laser pulse5

with sub-picosecond duration can lead to the reversal of the magnetisation of bulk nickel,6

in tandem with the expected demagnetisation. As revealed by realistic time-dependent elec-7

tronic structure simulations, the central mechanism is ultrafast light-induced torques acting8

on the magnetisation, which are only effective if the laser pulse is circularly polarised on9

a plane that contains the initial orientation of the magnetisation. We map the laser pulse10

parameter space enabling the magnetisation switching and unveil rich intra-atomic orbital-11
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dependent magnetisation dynamics featuring transient inter-orbital non-collinear states. Our12

findings open further perspectives for the efficient implementation of optically-based spin-13

tronic devices.14

Introduction15

The manipulation and control of magnetic materials by ultrashort laser pulses has been extensively16

researched since the discovery of optically-driven ultrafast demagnetisation in nickel1. The tech-17

nological potential of this discovery was quickly recognised, leading to proof-of-concept experi-18

ments in connection with information storage2–4. Such laser-driven magnetisation dynamics has19

also been explored in bulk rare-earth ferromagnets5, in ferrimagnets2, 6–13, and in ferromagnetic20

thin films3, 14–20. The underlying physical picture is not yet fully understood, given the diversity21

of mechanisms that can contribute to or influence the dynamics on distinct or overlapping time22

scales 21–23.23

For applications, the goal is not simply to change or demagnetise the material but to control-24

lably reverse the magnetisation direction, which encodes an information bit. This has been suc-25

cessfully achieved in GdFeCo thanks to its ferrimagnetism2, 9. For this material, the magnetisation26

switching is due to a laser-driven heating above the ferrimagnetic compensation point9, together27

with the different relaxation time scales of the two rare-earth and transition metal sublattices6,28

and only weakly depends on the polarisation of the laser8. Magnetisation switching has also been29

demonstrated for ferromagnetic Co/Pt multilayers, where the helicity of the laser is an important30

factor to achieve deterministic switching. While GdFeCo can be switched with a single pulse, for31
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Co/Pt several long pulses19 or hundreds of short pulses24 are needed to achieve full switching —32

which is detrimental for technological applications due to the high energy consumption and the33

relative slowness of the whole process. It has been recently reported that only two laser pulses are34

enough to achieve complete helicity-dependent switching in Co/Pt20.35

In order to make progress and to understand how to achieve full switching in a ferromagnet36

with a single laser pulse, the appropriate physical mechanism or combination of physical mech-37

anisms have to be identified and simulated. The three-temperature model1, 22, 25, 26 describes the38

nonequilibrium thermodynamics of coupled electronic, magnetic and lattice subsystems, and pro-39

vides a very good semi-phenomenological description of the demagnetisation of bulk Ni and of the40

switching in GdFeCo. Demagnetisation and switching due to the stochastic magnetisation dynam-41

ics driven by laser heating of the material were studied numerically using Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert42

and Landau-Lifshitz-Bloch equations6, 9, 27, 28. There are also several proposed microscopic pictures43

for how the electrons react to the laser and lead to ultrafast demagnetisation. The inverse Faraday44

effect was proposed as a direct mechanism for laser-induced demagnetisation29, which evolved45

into a more general picture of light-induced magnetic torques30–35. The superdiffusive spin trans-46

port model36 introduces spin-polarised hot electrons that transfer angular momentum from the47

magnetic atoms to a non-magnetic material. Mechanisms for demagnetisation due to transfer of48

angular momentum from the spins to the lattice have also been extensively studied5, 37–40. Sim-49

ulations considering electron-electron interactions41 identified a three-step mechanism: the laser50

pulse creates electron-hole excitations, spin-orbit coupling converts the excited spin to orbital an-51

gular momentum, and the latter is then quickly quenched by the lattice. Lastly, time-dependent52
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density functional theory simulations of the combined dynamics of the electrons and the magnetic53

moments that they form have yielded many microscopic insights into the ultrafast demagnetization54

in the sub-100 fs regime17, 18, 39, 42–45.55

So far all the simulations based on a realistic description of the electronic structure were56

limited to ultrafast demagnetisation processes. Here we address all-optical magnetisation reversal57

and the possibility of inducing it with a single laser pulse in an elementary ferromagnet such as fcc58

bulk Ni. We employ a recently developed time-dependent tight-binding framework parameterized59

from DFT calculations, with a specific algorithm enabling to monitor the non-linear magnetisation60

dynamics up to a few picoseconds. We show that a single laser pulse can trigger the magnetisation61

reversal of Ni, for which we identified the pulse parameter space enabling magnetisation switching62

summarized in Fig. 1. We identify ultrafast light-induced torques as the underlying mechanism,63

which act on the magnetisation if the polarisation of the pulse obeys specific conditions. We64

found strong non-collinear, ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic intra-atomic transient states that65

are shaped by the interplay of optical inter-orbital electronic transitions and spin-orbit induced66

spin-flip processes.67

Results68

All-optical magnetisation reversal We perform tight-binding simulations parameterized from69

DFT by propagating the ground state eigenvectors in real time solving the time-dependent Schrö-70

dinger equation up to a few picoseconds. Our Hamiltonian includes the kinetic energy as given71
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Figure 1: Parameter space for single-pulse all-optical switching of bulk Ni. (a) Schematic representation

of a circular light pulse interacting with an fcc bulk material with initial magnetisation pointing along the

+z direction. (b) Laser parameter phase diagram for bulk Ni as a function of the laser pulse width τ and

absorbed fluence. The dots indicate all the performed calculations, and the crosses mark the identified

boundaries.

by the electronic hopping, the spin-orbit coupling (SOC), the electron-electron exchange interac-72

tions, and the effect of the laser-induced excitations. The propagated solutions were then used to73

calculate the longitudinal and transverse components of the magnetisation as well as the absorbed74

energy together with the redistribution of the electronic population among the different orbitals.75

Our method enables us to use larger pulse widths to investigate the effect of both linearly and76

circularly polarised pulses over a long time scale (see Methods section for more details).77
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In the ground state of bulk Ni, the spin moment is found to be 0.51µB and prefers to point78

along the cubic axes. Here, we assume it to point along the [001] direction, which we choose79

to be the z cartesian axis. We then systematically apply single optical pulses while tracking the80

time-dependent magnetisation dynamics of the system. The pulses have a fixed frequency ω =81

1.55 eVh̄−1 and varying widths and intensities of the electric field E0, and we consider both linear82

and circular polarised light (see schematic Fig. 1a and Methods section for more details).83

As a first example, Fig. 2a displays the electric field components of a 60 fs laser pulse cir-84

cularly polarised in the yz-plane (see Methods for the precise form of the pulse), as well as the85

time-dependent reduction of the z-component of the Ni spin moment, and the absorbed laser flu-86

ence that we approximate by the change in the energy of the material divided by its cross section.87

Up to 70 fs, we recover the usual demagnetisation pattern characterizing Ni. A reduction of about88

30% is found when the absorbed laser fluence reaches 0.41mJ cm−2 at the end of the applied89

pulse. This defines an initial demagnetisation region, which can be followed by a slight “remag-90

netisation” (i.e., an increase in the z-magnetisation), before entering another regime on longer time91

scales that, in this case, continues to demagnetise Ni up to 5 ps, as illustrated in Fig. 2b. On these92

longer time scales one can also identify mild oscillations in the magnetisation while it continues93

decreasing until it reaches about 25% of the ground state moment at 5 ps.94

To characterize the effects of the laser field within the different regimes, we start by applying95

50 fs pulses with different intensities. The results shown in Fig. 2c exhibit a very rich scenario96

as a function of the reference laser electric field intensity E∗ = 9.7× 108 Vm−1. During the97
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Figure 2: Diversity of laser-induced magnetisation dynamics in bulk Ni. (a) A 60 fs-wide pulse with

intensity of E0 = 6E∗, the demagnetisation that it induces, and the energy absorbed during its application.

(b) Evolution of the Mz component for longer times. (c) Demagnetisation curves for a 50 fs-wide pulse with

different laser field intensities. (d) Switching is observed for a 100 fs-wide pulse for different laser field

intensities. The reference value for the laser field intensity is E∗ = 9.7× 108Vm−1.

initial demagnetisation regime, increasing the laser intensity leads to a stronger reduction of the98

spin moment, while an oscillatory behavior emerges for larger times after a clear threshold around99

E0 = 6.5E∗ − 6.8E∗. These oscillations decrease in amplitude when the intensity is further100

increased, and the largest responses are then limited to a relatively small range of E0 values.101
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By increasing the laser width to 100 fs, as shown in Fig. 2d, the laser pulse switches the102

sign of the z-component of the magnetisation. We also see that increasing the magnitude of the103

laser electric field leads to a stronger initial demagnetisation regime and also stronger oscillation104

amplitudes with longer periods, the latter two becoming smaller again for E0 = 11E∗. For smaller105

laser field intensities, the associated switching point (Mz = 0) remarkably moves to earlier times.106

For both 50 fs- and 100 fs-widths, the dynamical dependence on the laser intensity and width is107

nontrivial. Certain combinations of intensities and widths keep the z-magnetisation negative for108

relatively long time after reversal. Moreover, the magnetisation behavior strongly depends on the109

nature of the polarisation and helicity of the laser pulse (see examples in Supplementary Figure 1).110

However, the oscillatory behavior and magnetisation reversal identified in panels c and d of Fig. 2111

were only found for simulations where the laser electric field is circularly polarised and rotates in112

a plane that contains the initial orientation of the magnetic moment. Therefore, unless explicitly113

mentioned, in the following discussions we focus on the results obtained with pulses polarised in114

the yz-plane.115

By extending the parameter space with systematic simulations of various pulses, we map all116

the switching and no-switching cases into the phase diagram shown in Fig. 1b, where the horizontal117

and vertical axes represent the pulse width and the absorbed laser fluence, respectively. The shaded118

green region illustrates the switching region, where the probability of spin reversal is high. One119

can see from the diagram that there exists a critical minimum width for switching, which for fcc120

bulk Ni is about 60 fs. Once the pulse width is larger than that value, we find that there is a laser121

fluence window for the switching to occur where the lower-bound slightly decreases and the upper-122
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bound increases as the pulse gets wider. The requirement of a minimum threshold for switching123

is a reasonable and expected condition; however, a critical pulse energy to induce magnetisation124

reversal is surprising taking into consideration the demagnetization and precession induced by125

the laser (and illustrated in Fig. 2c,d). In this sense, one would naively expect that higher energies126

would further excite the system leading to more spin moment loss and larger precession amplitude.127

A narrow window in the same laser parameter space was experimentally identified for Co/Pt 19. An128

interesting feature in the obtained demagnetisation curves is that the switching may occur while129

the pulse is still effective (see Supplemental Figure 2), when the system is pumped with more130

energetic pulses of widths larger than 100 fs.131

Laser-induced torque The dynamics of the magnetisation in each scenario is actually more com-132

plicated than its z-component in Fig. 2 can display—the transverse components also change dra-133

matically depending on the laser characteristics. In Fig. 3, we show the 3-dimensional (3D) mag-134

netisation response to a 100 fs laser pulse with two different intensities. The lower intensity case in135

Fig. 3a illustrates the magnetisation quickly reducing in amplitude and early on rotating in the yz-136

plane (as seen also from the transverse cut shown in Fig. 3b)—interestingly, the plane containing137

the initial state and the polarisation of the laser pulse. After the fast initial demagnetisation region138

in the yz-plane, the magnetisation acquires also an x-component and rotates away from the initial139

plane. When increasing the laser intensity, Figs. 3(c-d), the magnetisation can even switch back140

towards the initial direction of the moment after some time.141

The identified magnetisation precession results from a torque induced by the laser. As we142
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Figure 3: Three-dimensional ultrafast magnetisation dynamics of bulk Ni. (a,c) Trajectories of the mag-

netisation vector excited by a 100 fs pulse with intensity of (a) E0 = 6.79× 109Vm−1 (7E∗ in Fig. 2d)

and (c) E0 = 9.7× 109Vm−1 (10E∗ in Fig. 2d), with the respective associated projection on the xy-plane

(b,d). The color maps illustrate the z-component of the magnetisation and the star indicates the end of the

pulse.

consider a bulk material and no applied magnetic field, the only torque acting on the spin mag-143

netisation M = −γ〈S〉 is the spin-orbit torque TSOC = −γλ〈L× S〉. Here γ is the gyromagnetic144

ratio, λ is the spin-orbit interaction strength, and S and L are the quantum-mechanical spin and145

orbital angular momentum operators, respectively. The expectation value is computed with the146
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time-dependent electronic wave functions. The magnetisation dynamics due to the combination of147

precession and demagnetisation can then be written as148

dM

dt
= TSOC = −γM× (BIFE +BMAE)− χLM . (1)

The effective field that generates the torque has two distinct contributions: BIFE is due to an inverse149

Faraday-like effect (IFE) and acts only during the laser pulse, while BMAE is due to the time-150

dependent magnetic anisotropy of the non-equilibrium electronic system and so also acts after the151

laser pulse is over. The last term is a longitudinal contribution that represents the demagnetisation152

driven by the laser with rate χL and is also contained in TSOC.153

We now consider a 300 fs laser pulse, in order to enhance the torque contribution which154

is driven directly by the laser. BIFE is expected to point perpendicular to the polarisation plane155

of the circular laser pulse, i.e. along the x-direction, given that the electric field rotates in the156

yz-plane as shown in Fig. 4a. The resulting torque points along y and enforces the observed157

rotation within the yz-plane. Inverting the polarisation of the laser pulse changes the direction158

of the torque and so also the sense of rotation of the magnetisation. This can be identified in159

Fig. 4(c-d), where the total torque is plotted as function of time. At early times, one notices that160

the three components of the torques are finite. The y-component of the torque acts earlier and is161

larger than the x-component. Both components change sign by switching the polarisation of the162

pulse. If the polarisation plane is perpendicular to the ground state magnetisation, as illustrated163

in Fig. 4b, the corresponding transverse torque cancels out (see Fig. 4e), and no rotation of the164

magnetisation is expected as verified in our simulations. Therefore, a laser-driven torque leading165

to magnetisation reversal is most efficient if the initial magnetisation direction is contained in the166

11
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Figure 4: Laser-induced ultrafast magnetic torques on bulk Ni. (a,b) Schematic illustrations representing

a laser acting on an initial magnetisation along the z-axis: (a) a right-circularly polarised pulse (σ+) in the

yz-plane induces an inverse Faraday-like magnetic field opposite to the polarisation direction (−x), which

at t = 0 exerts a torque on the magnetisation along the +y direction; (b) a right-circularly polarised pulse in

the xy-plane would generate an inverse Faraday-like magnetic field parallel to the magnetisation (+z) and

so at t = 0 it exerts no torque. (c,d,e) The components of the torques induced by a 300 fs wide pulse with

intensity of E0 = 9.7× 109Vm−1 that is (c) right-circularly polarised in the yz-plane, (d) left-circularly

polarised (σ−) in the yz-plane, and (e) right-circularly polarised in the xy-plane, respectively, computed

according to Eq. (1). (f) The magnetisation dynamics also has a contribution from the internal field due to

the magnetic anisotropy which induces precession. (g) The three components of magnetisation along with

the total length, corresponding to the case shown in (c).
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plane of the circular polarisation. After the laser pulse is over, the second torque shown in Eq. (1)167

kicks in and rotates the moment out of the yz-plane (sketched in Fig. 4f) at a time scale of the order168

of picoseconds, settled by the non-equilibrium magnetic anisotropy energy. The magnetisation169

dynamics on this longer time scale is shown in Fig. 4g, where we can also identify oscillations in170

the magnitude of the magnetisation. These hint at internal dynamics that we now discuss.171

Orbital-dependent magnetisation dynamics. Our method enables us to study not only the time-172

dependent amplitude of the total magnetisation but also the internal dynamic contributions from173

different electronic states, as we now discuss for the same circular right-handed pulse of 300 fs174

width polarised in the yz plane. We compute the magnetisation vectors Msp and Md carried by the175

sp and d orbitals, respectively, with their magnitudes and the angle between them shown in Fig. 5a.176

The dynamics of the z component of the magnetisation contributed by each individual orbital is177

given in Fig. 5b and their occupations in Fig. 5c, showing the complex and rich behavior originating178

from each s, p and d orbital to the dynamics up to 0.4 ps. We clearly observe that the sp orbitals179

contribute to the magnetisation dynamics on an equal footing and undergo switching similarly to180

the d orbitals. The most striking finding is of a transient intra-atomic non-collinear state of the181

sp and d magnetisations, with an effective ferromagnetic coupling lasting from about 60 to 165 fs,182

which is reminiscent of the transient ferromagnetic state of the two sublattices in ferrimagnetic183

alloys undergoing ultrafast magnetisation switching6. After 165 fs, the coupling in the transient184

non-collinear state switches to antiferromagnetic, which settles in an antiferromagnetic state with185

weak intra-atomic non-collinearity once the laser weakens and after it ends.186
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Figure 5: Orbital dependence of the ultrafast magnetisation dynamics of bulk Ni. (a) The length of the

magnetisation vectors for the sp and d orbitals along with their vector sum and the angle θ between the

magnetisation vectors of the sp and d orbitals. (b) The orbital contributions to the z component of the

magnetisation. (c) The occupation of the sp and d orbitals. The vertical lines indicate the identified three

regimes of demagnetisation. (d-f) Schematics of the magnetisation dynamics for the different regimes. The

diagrams on the left column indicate the main electronic processes while those on the right illustrate the

evolution of the noncollinear intra-atomic magnetic moments. In this simulation the width of the laser pulse

was 300 fs and its intensity E0 = 9.7× 109Vm−1.
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We can identify three main regions with distinct dynamical behavior while the laser is acting187

on the material. In the first region, up to about 60 fs, there is a small reduction of the magnetisation188

of the d states, while the one contributed by the sp states falls to zero at the end of this region. The189

dynamics of all the orbitals belonging to the respective s, p and d groups closely follow each other,190

with the dyz orbital starting to split from the other d orbitals (Fig. 5b), while their occupations191

change little (Fig. 5c). As is well known, the sp and d orbitals are antiferromagnetically coupled192

to each other in the ground state, but surprisingly the transition to the next dynamical region is193

accompanied by a strong noncollinearity of Msp and Md (Fig. 5a). In the second dynamical region,194

from about 60 to 165 fs, there is a strong collapse of the magnetisation of the d states accompanied195

by a strong increase of the magnetisation of the sp states (Fig. 5a). The angle between the two196

magnetisation vectors varies in a complex way and their coupling becomes ferromagnetic-like,197

with an accompanying rotational motion of the total magnetisation vector in the yz-plane. The198

switching of the z component of the magnetisation occurs due to the large transfer of spin angular199

momentum from the d to the sp states (Fig. 5a), which is now also accompanied by a large transfer200

of orbital population (Fig. 5c). At the end of this region, the d magnetisation is minimal and is201

in the process of rotating from being parallel to being antiparallel to the larger magnetisation now202

displayed by the sp states. In the third dynamical region, from about 165 fs to essentially the end of203

the laser pulse, the d magnetisation partly recovers and assumes an almost antiparallel alignment to204

the sp one (Fig. 5a). The orbital occupations stabilize (Fig. 5c), but the d orbitals develop internal205

oscillations with a short period of tens of femtoseconds, which continue after the laser is over206

(Fig. 5b).207
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The previous observations lead us to propose the following physical picture for the different208

dynamical processes actively driven by the laser pulse, as illustrated in Fig. 5d-f. In the first de-209

magnetisation region up to 60 fs, intra-orbital spin-flip processes, i.e. within each orbital channel210

(d-d), (sp-sp) are responsible for the initial reduction of the magnetisation until the spin moment of211

the sp-electrons is fully quenched (Fig. 5d). Both the mechanism and the time scale are explained212

by spin-orbit coupling. In the second region starting after 60 fs, inter-orbital optical transitions be-213

come important while maintaining strong intra-atomic noncollinearity with the sp and d moments214

entering a transient ferromagnetic coupling and reaching similar magnitudes (Fig. 5e). Here the215

time scale is set by effective inter-orbital exchange interactions. The nature of the effective inter-216

orbital exchange coupling changes due to the orbital repopulation. After 165 fs, a new equilibrium217

between the occupations of the orbitals is reached, which recovers the initial inter-orbital antifer-218

romagnetic coupling, enforcing the weaker moment (which is now the d-magnetisation) to point219

in the opposite direction to the stronger one originating from the sp states (Fig. 5g). There is also220

a significant remagnetisation of the d orbitals which could be driven by the coupling to the larger221

magnetisation of the sp orbitals and is assisted by the laser (Fig. 5a). To summarize, the demag-222

netisation rate of both types of electrons is not the same since the strength of the matrix elements223

responsible for the spin-orbit driven spin-flip processes is orbital dependent. When both families224

of orbitals are demagnetized, the strong population switching of the electronic states in favor of the225

sp-type forces the d-electrons to have their moments growing in the direction opposite than that of226

the sp-electrons when their natural inter-orbital antiferromagnetic coupling is restored.227
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Discussion228

In conclusion, we predict via time-dependent electronic structure simulations that the so far elusive229

magnetisation switching in an elementary ferromagnet such as bulk fcc Ni is possible with a single230

laser pulse. We mapped the laser-pulse parameter regime enabling the reversal of the magnetisation231

and found that a minimum pulse width of 60 fs is required, while increasing the pulse width widens232

the laser fluence range allowing all-optical manipulation of the direction of the magnetisation. The233

magnetisation reversal is enabled by laser-driven torques that rotate its orientation together with234

the usual demagnetisation process, and require the proper selection of a laser pulse which is cir-235

cularly polarised in a plane containing the ground state magnetisation. Our simulations unveiled236

complex and rich orbital magnetisation dynamics with transient intra-atomic non-collinear states237

and unexpectedly fast precessional dynamics which we attribute to the nonequilibrium magnetic238

anisotropy created by the laser-induced electronic repopulation. Even though relaxation mecha-239

nisms were not incorporated in our simulations, we conjecture that adding a dissipation channel240

(for instance due to electron-phonon coupling) would both enhance the computed demagnetisation241

and dampen the laser-driven precession without qualitatively affecting our main findings, i.e. the242

presence of complex intra-atomic spin dynamics together with the light-induced torque, which if243

correctly positioned can efficiently switch the magnetisation of an elementary ferromagnet. We244

envision that our results will promote further studies focusing on the polarisation-dependent all-245

optical magnetisation reversal and even in characterizing intriguing inter-orbital intra-atomic tran-246

sient complex magnetic states. Such findings open further perspectives in the implementation of247

all-optical addressed spintronic storage and memory devices.248
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Methods249

Theory We utilize a multi-orbital tight-binding Hamiltonian that takes into account the electron-250

electron interaction through a Hubbard like term and the spin-orbit interaction, as implemented251

on the TITAN code to investigate dynamics of transport and angular momentum properties in252

nanostructures 46–49. To describe the interaction of a laser pulse with the system, we include a time-253

dependent electric field described by a vector potential A(t) = −
∫
E(t)dt. The full Hamiltonian254

is given by255

H(t) = Hkin +Hxc +Hsoc −

∫
dr ĴC(r, t) ·A(r, t) . (2)

More details on each term can be found in Supplementary Note 1. The dipole approximation was256

used in the implementation of the vector potential, meaning that the spatial dependency is not257

included since the wavelength of the used light (h̄ω = 1.55 eV → λ = 800 nm) is much larger258

than the lattice constant, and that the quadratic term as well as the other higher terms are zero 50.259

We approximate the absorbed laser fluence by the change in the energy of the system divided by260

its cross section,261

absorbed laser fluence =
〈H〉(t)− 〈H〉(0)

a2
, (3)

where a is the lattice constant. This approaches a stable value after the end of the laser pulse.262

Pulse shape For the right-handed circular pulse (σ+) polarised in the yz-plane, for example, the263

pulse shape is described using a vector potential of the following form 51,264

A(t) = −
E0

ω
cos2(πt/τ)[sin(ωt)ŷ − cos(ωt)ẑ], (4)
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where E0 is the electric field intensity, τ is the pulse width, ω is the laser central frequency which265

is set to 1.55 eVh̄−1. The magnetic field of the laser is neglected since it is much smaller than the266

electric field.267

For the linear pulse (π) of a propagation direction along the diretion û, using the same central268

frequency, the vector potential is described as269

A(t) = −
E0

ω
cos2(πt/τ) sin(ωt)û . (5)

Computational details Calculations were performed on bulk face centered cubic Nickel using the270

theoretical lattice constant of 3.46Å given in Ref.52, one atom in the unit cell for all calculations, a271

uniform k-point grid of (22× 22× 22) and a temperature of 496K in the Fermi-Dirac distribution.272

The initial step size for the time propagation is ∆t = 1 a.u. which changes in the subsequent steps273

to a new predicted value such that a relative and an absolute error in the calculated wave functions274

stay smaller than 10−3 53.275

We tested the results for accuracy by increasing the number of k-points and decreasing the276

tolerance for the relative and absolute errors. The method was also tested for stability by changing277

one of the laser parameters by a very small number while keeping the other parameters fixed, for278

one case that we already have results for. The results then were not very different 54.279
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Figures

Figure 1

Parameter space for single-pulse all-optical switching of bulk Ni. (a) Schematic representation of a
circular light pulse interacting with an fcc bulk material with initial magnetisation pointing along the +z
direction. (b) Laser parameter phase diagram for bulk Ni as a function of the laser pulse width t and
absorbed �uence. The dots indicate all the performed calculations, and the crosses mark the identi�ed
boundaries.



Figure 2

Diversity of laser-induced magnetisation dynamics in bulk Ni. (a) A 60 fs-wide pulse with intensity of E0 =
6E*, the demagnetisation that it induces, and the energy absorbed during its application. (b) Evolution of
theMz component for longer times. (c) Demagnetisation curves for a 50 fs-wide pulse with different laser
�eld intensities. (d) Switching is observed for a 100 fs-wide pulse for different laser �eld intensities. The
reference value for the laser �eld intensity is E* = 9:7 x 108 Vm-1.



Figure 3

Three-dimensional ultrafast magnetisation dynamics of bulk Ni. (a,c) Trajectories of the magnetisation
vector excited by a 100 fs pulse with intensity of (a) E0 = 6:79 x 109 Vm-1 (7E* in Fig. 2d) and (c) E0 = 9:7
x 109 Vm-1 (10E* in Fig. 2d), with the respective associated projection on the xy-plane (b,d). The color
maps illustrate the z-component of the magnetisation and the star indicates the end of the pulse.



Figure 4

Laser-induced ultrafast magnetic torques on bulk Ni. (a,b) Schematic illustrations representing a laser
acting on an initial magnetisation along the z-axis: (a) a right-circularly polarised pulse (a+) in the yz-
plane induces an inverse Faraday-like magnetic �eld opposite to the polarisation direction (-x), which at t
= 0 exerts a torque on the magnetisation along the +y direction; (b) a right-circularly polarised pulse in the
xy-plane would generate an inverse Faraday-like magnetic �eld parallel to the magnetisation (+z) and so
at t = 0 it exerts no torque. (c,d,e) The components of the torques induced by a 300 fs wide pulse with
intensity of E0 = 9:7 x 109 Vm-1 that is (c) right-circularly polarised in the yz-plane, (d) left-circularly
polarised (σ-) in the yz-plane, and (e) right-circularly polarised in the xy-plane, respectively, computed
according to Eq. (1). (f) The magnetisation dynamics also has a contribution from the internal �eld due to
the magnetic anisotropy which induces precession. (g) The three components of magnetisation along
with the total length, corresponding to the case shown in (c).



Figure 5

Orbital dependence of the ultrafast magnetisation dynamics of bulk Ni. (a) The length of the
magnetisation vectors for the sp and d orbitals along with their vector sum and the angle θ between the
magnetisation vectors of the sp and d orbitals. (b) The orbital contributions to the z component of the
magnetisation. (c) The occupation of the sp and d orbitals. The vertical lines indicate the identi�ed three
regimes of demagnetisation. (d-f) Schematics of the magnetisation dynamics for the different regimes.
The diagrams on the left column indicate the main electronic processes while those on the right illustrate
the evolution of the noncollinear intra-atomic magnetic moments. In this simulation the width of the laser
pulse was 300 fs and its intensity E0 = 9:7 x 109 Vm-1.
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